How To Fill Out Your Result Slip

1. Either player writes the division letter here.
2. Either player writes the game’s round number here.
3. Either player writes the winner’s player number here.
4. The winner signs the winner’s initials here.
5. Either player writes the winner’s score here.
6. Either player writes the winner’s cumulative spread here.
7. Either player writes the loser’s player number here.
8. The loser signs the loser’s initials here.
9. Either player writes the loser’s score here.
10. Either player writes the loser’s cumulative spread here.

The winner fills out the result slip and gives it to the Director.
Both players fill out a sticker and post it on the wall.
In the event of a tie, please ask for ‘tie’ stickers.
Either tied player may be listed on the slip as the winner.